Medical Cobotics Centre (MCC) Inaugurated to Foster Innovation in Healthcare

Technology Innovation Hub of IIT Delhi, IHFC (iHub Foundation for Cobotics) and Technology Innovation Hub of IIIT-Delhi, iHub Anubhuti have inaugurated their joint facility, 'MCC-Medical Cobotics Centre'.

The Medical Cobotics Centre is aimed at being state-of-the-art technology-enabled medical simulation and training facility for doctors, paramedics, technicians, engineers, biomedical researchers, and entrepreneurs. The center is also equipped to offer hands-on simulation training to medical fraternities across the country.

Shanti Swarup Bhatnagar Prize to Prof. Dipti Ranjan Sahoo

Prof. Dipti Ranjan Sahoo, of Department of Civil Engineering at IIT Delhi, was awarded with the Shanti Swarup Bhatnagar (SSB) Prize for Science and Technology 2022 in the field of Engineering Sciences. Prof. Sahoo's contributions in the field of structural fuses, particularly in the development of shear-yielding dampers, within the domain of seismic design and the mitigation of seismic effects on buildings and bridges, earned him this esteemed accolade.

Panel Discussion with IIT Delhi Alumni on The Next Decade for E-Commerce in India

The Office of Alumni Relations, the Endowment Office and the Student Alumni Relations team organised a panel discussion on "The Next Decade for E-Commerce in India." The panel featured two of IIT Delhi's prominent alumni, Mr. Pankaj Vermani and Mr. Sujeet Kumar. Mr. Vermani is the Founder and CEO of Clovia, while Mr. Kumar is the Co-Founder of Udaan.

IIT Delhi Alumni Mentorship Fair

The Office of Alumni Relations, the Endowment Office and the Student Alumni Relations Team organised an Alumni Mentorship Fair on September 30th. The event, which aimed to bridge the gap between alumni expertise and student aspirations, saw over 30 alumni participating across diverse domains which included consulting, Public Service, Product management, data science/ML, technology, and management. Over 200 students were able to reap the benefits of this initiative.

Five Scholarships endowed by Mr. Rajiv Agarwal (1967' Civil)

IIT Delhi got a contribution from alumnus Mr. Rajiv Agarwal. Mr Agarwal graduated from IIT Delhi in 1967. His decision to establish the "Sunderlal Sarladevi Scholarships" in honor of his parents exemplifies his commitment to sharing and giving back to society, principles that have guided him throughout his life. Mr. Agarwal strongly feels that monetary support can help individuals to complete their education smoothly.

Forthcoming Alumni Reunions

The Office of Alumni Relations, Endowment Office and IIT Delhi Alumni Association have planned to organize following 15 reunions during the year 2023-24. Alumni belonging to these batches are encouraged to attend these events and also spread the message among batchmates.

Stay connected with your HOSTEL at IIT Delhi

Each student's hostel at IIT Delhi always has a very special place in the student's hearts. This is where they spent most of their time on campus as a student. There are several ways alumni can stay engaged with their hostel. Alumni can play a pivotal role in building & nurturing the hostel community and also stay updated with what's happening at their hostel. To facilitate this, IIT Delhi is updating hostel details for all alumni. This form will take 1-2 minutes to fill. You may please fill the form to stay updated.

Click Here to Connect:
https://forms.gle/kF2Ni2ZRU5A6UKVY6

Dil se IIT Delhi Alumni Podcast

Office of Alumni Relations and the Endowment Office have started a Podcast series called 'Dil se IIT Delhi'. The series aims to bring out inspiring stories of alumni and some lesser-known facts, focusing on their time at IIT Delhi and their journey beyond. The series has featured and will feature some prominent alumni from across batches and departments. One can visit the Youtube channel and watch the series at:

https://bit.ly/3O4jxi1